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We investigate low temperature grown, abrupt, epitaxial, nonintermixed, defect-free n-type and p-type
Fe=GaAsð110Þ interfaces by cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy with atomic
resolution. The probed local density of states shows that a model of the ideal metal-semiconductor interface
requires a combination of metal-induced gap states and bond polarization at the interface which is nicely
corroborated by density functional calculations. A three-dimensional finite element model of the space
charge region yields a precise value for the Schottky barrier height.
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About 75 years ago, Schottky [1] and Mott [2] identified
the Schottky barrier (SB) height at metal-semiconductor
(MS) interfaces as the difference between the work function
of the metal and the electron affinity of the semiconductor
in contact. However, subsequent measurements revealed a
much weaker dependence of the SB height on the metal
work function [3,4]. In the literature this effect is often
referred to as “Fermi level pinning” and is explained by
introducing an additional interface dipole. The origin of
this interface dipole remains controversial up to the present
day. Some models attribute the Fermi level pinning to
metal-induced gap states (MIGS) [5–8], which are identi-
fied as evanescent states of the complex band structure in
the semiconductor band gap. Thus, MIGS are described as
an intrinsic property of the semiconductor. Other models
assume that the metal growth process generates defects
at the interface giving rise to states that pin the Fermi level
at characteristic energies in the band gap [9]. A third kind of
model identifies the interface dipole with the polarization of
chemical bonds at the interface [10,11]. In this so-called
bond polarization model the charge rearrangement asso-
ciated with the formation of the chemical bonds depends on
the metal as well as on the detailed atomic structure of the
interface.
In fact, experimental studies focusing on SB formation

of atomically controlled epitaxial interfaces [12–16] clearly
demonstrate a dependence of the SB height on the atomic
orientation and structure of the ordered MS interface.
However, these measurements do not yield any information
on the local atomic structure itself. Moreover, ballistic
electron emission microscopy (BEEM) measurements
[17–19] demonstrate lateral inhomogeneities of the SB
height on the nanometer scale. Nevertheless, also BEEM
does not allow conclusions on the structural properties of
the interface. Furthermore, scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) and spectroscopy (STS) studies were performed on

top of metal clusters on GaAs(110) [20–23]. However,
due to the planar geometry the STM tip probed the MS
interface only indirectly. Reusch et al. performed STM/STS
measurements of Au=GaAsð110Þ contacts in cross-
sectional geometry [24,25]. Nevertheless, due to sample
preparation the Au=GaAsð110Þ interface was not directly
accessible. Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, up
until now no experiment has been reported that allows a
simultaneous structural and electronic investigation of a
MS interface in real space with atomic resolution. However,
a “complete” energetic and spatial map of the local density
of states (LDOS) covering the band gap region and
including valence and conduction bands at the interface
is of essential importance to check the validity of any
proposed model.
In order to close this gap, in this Letter we present an

experimental investigation of an abrupt, epitaxial, non-
intermixed, defect-free, i.e., an ideal MS interface. In
combination with density functional theory calculations
we understand the relevance of MIGS and bond polari-
zation at the interface. As a sample system we choose
the Fe=GaAsð110Þ interface because it exhibits a small
lattice mismatch of about 1.4% [26] and allows the growth
of abrupt high quality epitaxial interfaces [26,27].
Furthermore, the GaAs(110) surface does not exhibit
any intrinsic surface states within the fundamental band
gap [28] and, therefore, is excellently suited to investigate
interface-induced gap states. To obtain information on the
atomic structure at the interface we study the interface
with atomically resolved STM in cross-sectional geometry
[see Fig. 1]. By applying atomically resolved cross-sec-
tional STS covering the energy range of the band gap and
a substantial part of the valence and conduction band we
explore the LDOS at the interface and the process of SB
formation on the atomic scale.
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We prepare and measure our samples in situ without
breaking the ultrahigh vacuum at any time. After a first
cleavage along the GaAs(110) surface a 7 monolayer (ML)
thick Fe film is epitaxially grown in a two-step low
temperature growth process [29]. A perpendicular second
cleavage gives access to the Fe=GaAsð110Þ interface [30].
Figure 1 shows a constant current topography of an
Fe=n-GaAsð110Þ interface. The atomic corrugation of
the Ga sublattice for a positive sample bias voltage Vs is
clearly visible and continues up to the interface plane (solid
green line). Figure 1 exhibits Fe protrusions of up to 1.5 Å
in the z direction (elevations to the right of the interface)
arising due to the ductility of the Fe film during the 2nd
cleavage process at room temperature (RT). For our
analysis we focus on regions where the Fe film and
GaAs cleave virtually at constant apparent height in the
z direction; e.g., see the region at the red dashed line
(y ¼ y0) in Fig. 1. This selection is independent of the
chosen bias voltage [30]. These regions allow direct access
to the atomically flat interface with the STM tip and are the
only ones considered throughout this Letter. There we do
not find any signs of compound formation or intermixing.
Hence, we conclude that the two-step growth process yields
ideal and abrupt interfaces. This is also predicted by first-
principles calculations where Grünebohm et al. [37]
propose that a flat Fe=GaAsð110Þ interface becomes stable
when the GaAs(110) surface is covered by a laterally closed
Fe film of at least 1 ML thickness.
In order to investigate the electronic structure of the

space charge region (SCR), we perform atomically resolved
STS measurements by opening the feedback loop at each
measurement point (x, y) and taking a current voltage (I-V)
spectrum. We choose the voltage range and spatial range in
such a way to obtain the course of the valence and
conduction band for the entire SCR. In Fig. 2 we show
cross-sectional STS spectra of (left) an n- and (right) a p-
type doped interface, respectively. In total we take 250 I-V
curves along the x direction perpendicular to the interface;
see the Supplemental Material for spectral resolution [30].
The I-V spectra are topography normalized to a constant

tip-sample distance which is of essential importance if one
extracts quantitative information from the data as done later
in this Letter [30]. The apparent band gap larger than the
bulk value of 1.42 eV at RT and 1.52 eV at 6 K [38] is
attributed to tip-induced band bending (TIBB) [39,40].
The energetic position of the band edges relative to the
Fermi energy EF depends on the x position. Towards the
interface the conduction and valence bands clearly exhibit
an upward and downward bending for n-type and p-type
Fe=GaAsð110Þ interfaces, respectively. From Fig. 2 we
obtain approximate SCR widths for the n-doped and
p-doped sample of wn

SCR ≈ 40 and wp
SCR ≈ 27 nm, respec-

tively, by finding the x position where valence and
conduction bands flatten out indicated by the horizontal
green dashed lines. If we assume SB heights of Φn

SB ¼
0.8 eV and Φp

SB ¼ 0.6 eV as found in the literature [41,42]
and take the donor (Si atoms) and acceptor (Zn atoms)
concentrations ofND¼0.8×1018 andNA¼2.75×1018 cm−3

as specified by the manufacturer and confirmed by RT Hall
measurements, we expect wn

SCR ≈ 38 and wp
SCR ≈ 19 nm,

which is in reasonable agreement with our measurements.
For a realistic and quantitative investigation of the

electronic properties of the ideal Fe=GaAsð110Þ interface
based on local I-V spectra we have to take the three-
dimensional (3D) superposition of SCR and TIBB into
consideration. For this we present a 3D finite element
method (FEM) approach that includes the detailed 3D
geometry and electrostatic features of our experiment. By
solving the Poisson equation for n-type (p-type) contacts,
the 3D FEM calculations yield the vacuum tunneling (VT)
energy range ΦVT between the conduction band minimum
EC (valence band maximum EV) and the Fermi level of
the tip EM

F for positive (negative) sample bias voltages
[Fig. 3(a)]. Within the energy range ΦVT electrons tunnel
solely through the vacuum barrier between tip and sample.
Only in the energy range ΦVT a significant tunnel current
IT exists [30,39]. Therefore, ΦVT can be thought of as a

FIG. 2 (color online). 250 topography-normalized (see text)
I-V spectra taken along the space charge region of (left) an n-type
and (right) a p-type Fe=GaAsð110Þ interface. The tunnel current
is plotted color coded as logðjITjÞ in dependence of bias voltage
between tip and sample and x position (interface at x ¼ 0 nm).
Each I-V curve is averaged over three spectra in the y direction.
Data (p type) taken at T ¼ 6 K and (n type) at room temperature
(RT). The horizontal green dashed lines serve as a guide to the
eye for the flat band condition.

FIG. 1 (color online). 10 × 5 nm2 constant current topography
of an ideal Fe=n-GaAsð110Þ interface (Vs ¼ 2 V, IT ¼ 100 pA)
and cross-sectional geometry. The (green) solid line at x ¼ 0
indicates the interface plane. The inset shows the interface slab
for DFT calculations in top view. White, black, and gray filled
circles represent As, Ga, and Fe atoms, respectively.
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measure for IT, and thus allows a comparison between
experiment and simulation; see Ref. [30] for details on our
approach.
Figure 3(b) shows topography-normalized spectra

perpendicular to an n-type Fe=GaAsð110Þ interface for
positive voltages. The black dots represent isolines of
constant tunnel current IT. The colored solid lines depict
isolines of constant ΦVT simulated for a SB height of
Φn

SB ¼ 0.94ð3Þ eV. For this SB height the ΦVT isoline and
the experimental IT isoline deepest inside the conduction
band (starting at Vs ¼ 0.9 V) exhibit the smallest deviation
from each other. Deep inside the conduction band we
expect the smallest disturbance of the tunnel current due to
charged dopant atoms in proximity. For more details on
SB height extraction see Ref. [30]. The MIGS-and-
electronegativity model predictsΦn

SB ¼ 0.96 eV [43], which
is in excellent agreement with our experimental data.
Figure 3(b) clearly shows that the 3D FEM simulation,
where we consider only electrostatic effects (band bend-
ing of the SCR and TIBB), excellently describes the
experimental data of the conduction band along the SCR.
However, energetically lower lying IT isolines exhibit
deviations from the electrostatic rigid band model isolines
at about 2 nm off the interface. The yellow isoline
represents the conduction band edge one would expect
in the electrostatic rigid band model. Evidently, there is
some additional tunnel current inside the band gap at the
interface.

In Fig. 3(c) the data for a p-type junction are plotted.
The best fit deep inside the valence band we find for
a SB height of Φp

SB ¼ 0.78ð2Þ eV. The MIGS-and-
electronegativity model predicts a much smaller SB height
of Φp

SB ¼ 0.46 eV [43] at RT and cannot explain our
experimental value. Again we observe a pronounced tunnel
current inside the band gap at the interface.
To further investigate the microscopic origin of the Fermi

level pinning mechanism, we have analyzed the immediate
interface region on the atomic scale. Figure 4(a) shows
atomically resolved STS data taken across a p-doped
Fe=GaAsð110Þ interface. We calculate the differential
conductance from respective I-V spectra as a direct
measure for the LDOS. For positive bias voltages the
surface resonances C3 and C4 localized on surface cations
[28] are addressed revealing the Ga sites as maxima at the
conduction band edge. In contrast to the clearly visible
atomic corrugation in the conduction band, the I-V spectra
show a spatial and energetic continuum of states in the band
gap in the first few GaAs layers at the interface. Most
notably, there are no signs of localized states inside the
band gap neither in energy nor in real space. Thus, we do
not find any evidence of defect-induced gap states which
further corroborates a defect-free interface. The observed
gap states are found along the entire interface and are
virtually not affected by local variations of Fe film
protrusions or vacancies at the interface [30]. At the band
edges the gap states extend 3–4 unit cells into the band gap.
Exponential fits at midgap yield the smallest decay length
of λ ≈ 4 Å. This is in good agreement with other exper-
imental findings of λ ≈ 3.4 Å measured at Fe clusters on
GaAs(110) [21]. Calculations considering the complex
band structure of GaAs yield a midgap decay length of
λ ≈ 3 Å [7]. A control experiment across a p-type
GaAsð110Þ-ð11̄0Þ edge without Fe film does not exhibit
any gap states [Fig. 4(b)]. This demonstrates that dangling
bonds or the abrupt potential change at the immediate
edge do not produce surface states inside the band gap.
Therefore, our experiment reveals a purely interface-induced

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Scheme of the vacuum tunneling (VT)
energy range ΦVT in the rigid band model. For more details see
text. (b) and (c) The tunnel current is depicted color coded as
logðjITjÞ for 250 topography-normalized I-V spectra along the x
axis across (b) an n-type and (c) a p-type interface (interface at
x ¼ 0 nm). Data taken at (b) RT and (c) T ¼ 6 K. The black dots
represent isolines of constant current. The light blue solid lines
represent isolines from 3D finite element calculations (see text).
Yellow isolines represent the band edges in the rigid band model.

FIG. 4 (color online). Color-coded dI=dV spectra calculated
from (a) 230 respective I-V spectra taken across a p-type
interface along the atomic line in the x direction depicted above
(Vs ¼ þ1.75 V, IT ¼ 75 pA) and (b) from 100 respective I-V
spectra taken across a p-type GaAsð110Þ-ð11̄0Þ edge. The data
are averaged over 10 spectra in the y direction. The interface and
the edge are both located at x ¼ 0 nm.
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continuum of gap states for ideal Fe=GaAsð110Þ interfaces.
Furthermore, the long-range STS data in Fig. 3(c) nicely
shows the diverging character of these gap states at the band
edge. All this is in striking analogy to the MIGS model.
Moreover, for the p-type interface in Fig. 3(c) we

observe strong deviations between measurement and sim-
ulation inside the valence band. The experimental I-V data
consist of an electrostatic part (band bending along the SCR
and TIBB) and an interface specific part due to charge
rearrangement at the interface. Using the 3D FEM data we
remove the electrostatic part from the I-V data by reading
out the tunnel current data along the simulated rigid band
ΦVT isolines. Subsequently, we differentiate this data along
the energy axis and subtract the offset far away from the
interface. This yields the spatial and energetic variation of
the local density of states ΔLDOS with respect to the free
surface [see Fig. 5(a)]. One distinctive feature is the
increase of ΔLDOS close to the valence band edge.
More strikingly, at the interface we find a rather localized
decrease in ΔLDOS about 0.35 eV below the valence
band edge.
For a deeper understanding we perform density func-

tional theory (DFT) calculations. We have chosen a slab of
9 layers of GaAs and 2 layers of Fe [inset Fig. 1]; for more
details see Ref. [30]. Within the DFT calculations periodic
boundary conditions are applied whereas the experimental
setup has a broken symmetry along the z direction [see
Fig. 1]. As shown in the upper panels in Fig. 5(b), the DFT
calculations show a continuum of states inside the band gap

within the first 3–4 layers at the interface. Furthermore,
the asymmetric behavior of the decay lengths of the gap
states, with slightly larger lengths on the conduction band
side, is in good agreement with the experimental data
[Fig. 4(a)]. Moreover, the DFT calculations yield a SB
height of Φp

SB ¼ 0.69 eV which is much closer to our
experimental value and in stark contrast to the MIGS-and-
electronegativity model. We obtain ΔLDOS from the DFT
data by subtracting the LDOS of our reference “bulk” layer
(n ¼ 6) from the LDOS of the nth layer, cf. lower panels in
Fig. 5(b). At the interface the DFT data show a sharp
decrease of the LDOS with respect to the bulk at 0.35 eV
below the valence band edge as observed in the exper-
imental data. Since our cross-sectional STS approach yields
an LDOS variation map that is stunningly similar to DFT
predictions [see Fig. 5], we reason that our experimental
technique can serve as an excellent probe to study the
microscopic origin of the MS interface dipole.
By analyzing the DFT data of the LDOS at individual

atomic sites [30] we find a strong hybridization between
the majority states of Fe and As inside the valence band.
Thus, a detailed atomic description of the interface in the
sense of the bond polarization model is necessary to explain
our experimental p-type SB height and the variation of
the LDOS inside the valence band. The experimentally
observed p-type SB height requires a modification of the
interface dipole with respect to the pure MIGS model and
can be qualitatively explained by the additional positive
charge inside the valence band due to Fe-As hybridization,
which partially compensates the negative charge of the
MIGS. Experimentally, the downward shift of the valence
band edge with respect to the Fermi energy is ∼0.3 eV
larger for the p-type than for the n-type interface. This
relative energetic shift between the GaAs and Fe band
structures seems to increase the impact of bond polarization
significantly.
In conclusion, providing the electronic properties at

an ideal Fe=GaAsð110Þ interface on the atomic scale our
experiment serves as a reference for future studies on the
influence of defects and the detailed atomic structure at
the interface on SB formation. By means of scanning
tunneling spectroscopy we measure the LDOS at the
interface on a broad energy range with atomic resolution
exploring the relevance of MIGS and bond polarization
models. High resolution data show a continuum of
interface-induced gap states. Furthermore, for p-type
samples we find an LDOS modification in the valence
band at the interface and a SB height that strongly
deviates from the MIGS model prediction. DFT calcu-
lations show both MIGS and bond polarization at the
interface and are in excellent agreement with the exper-
imental findings.

Support by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
through priority program SPP 1285 is gratefully
acknowledged.

FIG. 5 (color online). (a) Variation of the LDOS inside the
valenceband for ap-type junction extracted from theSTSdata set in
Fig. 3(c) (interface at x ¼ 0 nm). The white dashed line represents
the valence band edge EV . (b) Density functional calculations for
the ideal Fe=GaAsð110Þ interface: (upper panels) The total (sum of
spin-up and -down) density of states of the nth GaAs layer off the
interface. The Fermi energy is located at the valence band edge.
(lower panels) Variation of the LDOS in the nth GaAs layer with
respect to the 6th layer. At 0.35 eV below the valence band edge
(horizontal dashed line) we observe a sharp drop in ΔLDOS
(transparent red area) due to Fe-As hybridization (see text).
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